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Company Profile

DPR Construction is a USD $2.5 billion company, employing 
nearly 3,000 individuals in 18 regional offices nationwide. The 
construction firm specializes in technically challenging and 
sustainable projects, focusing on five core markets: advanced 
technology, life sciences, corporate office, healthcare and higher 
education (as seen in figure 1). DPR transforms project delivery 
through its extensive in-house expertise and drive for achieving 
quantifiable results. DPR’s purpose is simply stated: “DPR exists to 
build great things.”

DPR has been ranked among the top 50 general contractors in 
the country since 1997. Additionally, in just seven years after its 
founding in 1990, DPR has grown 
in parallel with its customers. In 
2013, Fortune Magazine rated 
DPR the 15th “Best Company to 
Work For” in the nation. In 2012, 
HuffPost College, part of The 
Huffington Post, included DPR 
on its list of “The 10 Companies 
College Students Should Want to 
Work For,” along with companies 
famous for the work they do 
and for the way they treat their 
employees. In another article for The Huffington Post in 2013, 
international best-selling author, Peter Sheahan described DPR’s 
path to success and how the company’s decision-making is based 
off of its two central beliefs: to respect the individual and change 
the world.

The Challenge

With one of DPR’s core values being “ever forward” – the belief in 
continual self-initiated change, improvement, learning and the 
advancement of standards for their own sake – it is not surprising 
that DPR’s innovation improvement process started earlier than 
most. “Innovation has been a part of DPR relative to how we set 
up our core values 20 years ago,” said Eric Lamb, the firm’s EVP and 
an original staff member, in an Engineering News-Record article 

Building a Connected Workforce – How DPR Construction Uncovered a 20% 
Efficiency Gain From a Single Idea 

entitled, “A Passion for Innovation.” He added that while many 
Fortune 500 companies concentrate on innovation, “you don’t find 
a lot of construction companies doing it.”

 On any given project, specialized skills and services are required 
by individuals and subcontractors, both at the jobsite and 

within the regional offices. It is 
imperative that information be 
disseminated in real time due to 
safety concerns, escalating costs, 
complex interdependencies and 
long lead times for materials and 
specialized equipment. Under 
such circumstances, collaboration, 
problem solving, and innovation 
can prove challenging.

According to Lamb, “many 
companies have great ideas, but unless you have some people 
dedicated to the implementation, there is no innovation.” DPR’s 
original innovation process, Opportunities for Improvement 
(OFI), was well intentioned but fragmented due to the nature of 
the construction business and geographic spread. Each office 
managed its own “ever forward” process, which meant little 
company-wide visibility into ideas developed at a local level, and 
it was difficult to learn the status of an idea. There was a need for a 
more comprehensive way to share ideas across the offices.

The Implementation

Even in a decentralized company that focuses on roles and 
responsibities over job titles, like DPR, there was a recognized 
need for breaking down silos and collaborating globally, as well as 

Superintendents, who walk 10 minutes 
each way from the jobsite to the trailer, 
now save an average of eight hours 
per week using the field kiosk; this is 
an incredible 20 percent increase in 
efficiency from one idea.
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accelerating the rate of idea adoption. A group of approximately 
20 individuals from various regions assembled to answer the 
question, “What does innovation mean to DPR?” Within two years, 
an innovation team was created with its own full-time innovation 
program manager, Jim Washburn, who stepped out of his role as 
regional manager in Southern California to champion innovation 
nationally. The company now has six full-time corporate innovation 
champions who manage the process, along with part-time 
regional assistance. 

According to Washburn, “We wanted to figure out how to 
encourage people to elevate ideas. Spigit helps us with that, 
speeding up ideas and getting more of the community to see 
what is going on, vote thumbs up or down, and help decide which 
ideas to react to first.” In comparison to traditional communication 
mediums, team member Joel Bass explains, “Email is only visible 
to the people that it’s attached to. Spigit is the opposite of this.  In 
order for collaboration to work, you have to make it possible for 
people to engage broadly and on their schedule.”

After first deploying Spigit in a single region, DPR has now opened 
the door to idea sharing and collaboration company-wide. Every 
idea is collected and considered—from the smallest idea to the 
big ideas that have the potential to be game changers. Ideas 
bubble up to the innovation team as they advance through the 
automated idea graduation thresholds, and the team then reviews 
five to ten ideas for implementation every week.

A multi-media approach is used to help spread ideas and the word 
about the innovation program. The innovation group’s “Innovation 
Update” newsletter is emailed quarterly in which, Alicia Loh, an 
innovation team member, explained, “Hot ideas are showcased and 
information is disseminated. We include one to two minute videos 
in our newsletters, providing a quick way to deliver information, 
spread the word about the program, and highlight specific ideas.” 
A monthly online meeting, “Webinar Wednesday,” has grown in 
popularity with nearly 100 employees regularly in attendance. 
Videos from these webinars as well as other videos are posted for 
added visibility and availability.

As DPR has many workers in the field with limited access to the 
platform, the innovation team has excelled at bridging online 
and offline engagements. “We are builders, and a core tenet of 
the company is to build in value for our clients not just to broker 
services as many other general contractors do,” said Joel Bass. 
“We have 1,500 craftsman who work for DPR and who have 
considerable influence on the quality and schedule of the project. 
Part of our innovation effort is to give a voice to the craft. Spigit is 
one vehicle to help give their ideas visibility, and we have married 
this with onsite engagements.”

DPR’s innovation team and 
project teams are finding more 
and more ways to overcome 
getting ideas into and from 
the workers in the field.  In 
a recent innovation success 
story on a project in California, 
Henry, a DPR welder in the field 
shared his idea of creating a 
“plumb bob” to which extra 
weight could be added when 

plumbing larger vertical distances.  DPR’s Project Manager, Jason, 
liked the idea and then used the Spigit platform to post Henry’s 
idea to share with the rest of the company. But Jason didn’t stop 
there – To celebrate and recognize the innovation, he then printed 
a picture of Henry and his idea posted to Spigit, and displayed the 
picture at the jobsite for all to see (as seen in figure 2).

“I wanted to encourage our craftsmen by showing them how 
Henry’s idea was being discussed on a national level. It really 
provided them with a sense of value and company involvement 
not normally experienced within our industry. Engaging our craft 
through positive recognition and company involvement has been 
a great way to promote our culture of continuous improvement,” 
said Jason.

In another successful innovation 
story, Arturo, a journeyman 
framer sent an email from his 
home over the weekend to tell 
DPR’s innovation team about a 
new safety idea. He designed 
and built a simple device that 
attaches to the bottom track of 
a wall that allows an extension 
cord to be channeled safely 
through an open wall, while 

protecting it from being damaged by the sharp flanges of the 
track (as seen in figure 3). Through Spigit and word of mouth, this 
idea became an instant buzz throughout the company, and the 
refinement process began through collaboration with DPR’s craft 
leadership in other regions.  When completed, the device was 
shown to a DPR project manager on another project who said, “I 
want one hundred!”

Innovation team member Gary Scholten explained, “From a field 
perspective, the team organizes craft lunches at different jobsites 
for anyone who works in a given craft. Attendees generate ideas 
in real time, and we then follow up with action items from the 
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meeting minutes so that attendees can immediately implement 
items. In terms of incremental improvements on the jobsite, 
we try to jump on ideas right away, and we encourage crews 
and foremen to then drive these improvements from the local 
to regional to national level.  The craft lunches really serve as 
a conduit to build relationships in other regions.”  For office 
personnel, employees need not look any further than the office 
wine bar where the regional innovation groups host monthly 
events to unpack specific ideas that have surfaced on the platform.  

Outcome

“Our primary goal is to find ways to be more efficient in the field to 
provide additional value to our customers,” said Washburn. 

Other efforts are aimed at developing strategies to work more 
effectively at every level of the construction process. “As a 
whole, we have adopted the concept of field mobility….getting 
technology into the hands of those who never thought they 
needed it or wanted it in the past,” noted team member Dan Tran. 
“One particularly successful related idea has been the field kiosk,” 
commented team member Nathan Wood. “We looked at how 
much time a field foreman or superintendent spent walking back 
and forth between the jobsite and the trailer to look at a blue 
prints. If we could bring technology out to the field so that blue 
prints could be right there, this would save quite a bit of time.” In 
fact, it did. Superintendents, who walk 10 minutes each way from 
the jobsite to the trailer, now save an average of eight hours per 
week using the field kiosk; this is an incredible 20 percent increase 
in efficiency from one idea.

To further identify areas for improvement and drive home 
efficiency, the team ran a two-part challenge with the Southern 
California region. While safety is a top priority on any jobsite, the 
team realized that knowledge collection and sharing of safety 
information could be more efficient. They decided to forgo the 
usual paper trail by linking to all pertinent information via a QR 
code affixed directly on a craftsman’s hardhat. As a result of this 
challenge, the local project team voluntarily assumed responsibility 
for the implementation and funding aspects of this solution, which 
is a testament to distributed leadership and innovation.
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Additionally, for the first time ever, questions pertaining to 
innovation were included in the firm’s annual employee 
satisfaction survey to measure how the innovation team is doing 
and how innovation is impacting life at DPR. The findings indicate 
that the younger the employee, the more respondents feel 
innovation efforts have made their work better, a message for 
attracting and retaining up-and-coming talent.

According to Washburn, “Our goal is to find one thing to change 
for the better on every job.” Loh explained, “The biggest reaction 
from participants is that their network is so much wider than it 
used to be. DPR has grown significantly over last decade. We’ve 
created a pathway for people to connect and learn a lot from 
each other.” Washburn concluded, “We’re letting people know that 
they can change the company, which hopefully can influence the 
industry, which hopefully influences things beyond the industry 
and ultimately, the world.”

For more information, go to www.dpr.com. 
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